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Abstract. Ukraine has 14 nuclear units in operation and 4 units more under construction. Now in
Ukraine a share of installed nuclear capacity in total installed capacity is essential and it is planned to
increase it further. In this connection a spent nuclear fuel management in Ukraine for the current
period and future is becoming important in a nuclear fuel cycle. A current situation in relation to the
spent nuclear fuel management in Ukraine is described in the paper. It is reviewed: legislative basis for
a spent nuclear fuel management strategy; an assessment for a spent fuel growth; the national
possibilities for the spent fuel management; an organization chart for a spent nuclear fuel
management, etc. Some factors that can determine a "long-term spent fuel management strategy in
Ukraine are in the conclusion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Practically, Ukraine is located in geographical centre of Europe, bordering with Russia.
Belarus, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania. Covering an area of 603.7 thousand square
kilometres, Ukraine is the second largest European country after Russia by territory. There are
about 50 million people in Ukraine. The population density is 85 people per a square
kilometre in average.

At present Ukrainian power plants have total installed capacity of 53.9 GW(e), including 12.8
GW(e) of nuclear capacity (23.8 % of the total one).

It must be noted that in Ukraine the nuclear electricity production share ill total electricity
production is constantly increasing (Fig. 1). Taking into account a current economical crisis in
Ukraine the nuclear power engineering carries important stabilizing role in a society life.
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FIG. 1. Electric power production in Ukraine.

In 1998 the total electricity production was 173.0 TW*h (3% decreasing against year 1997),
including

thermal electricity: 47.3%,
nuclear electricity: 43.5%,
hydro electricity: 9.2%.
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In Ukraine energy policy is determined by a set of the laws and its major priorities - by the
National Power Programme until the Year 2010. According to the National Programme (the
total electricity generation will reach 280 TW*h by the year 2010 (43 % growth compared to
1995), including 95.7 TW*h of the nuclear electricity generation.

By the prognosis of the Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, in perspective the
Ukrainian power industry's needs will be satisfied by coal (50%), uranium (40 %) and other
sources (10 %).

2. NUCLEAR POWER IN UKRAINE: SOME FEATURES

Ukrainian nuclear power industry was set up in the middle of 70s. The first nuclear power unit
was commissioned in 1977. In average a unit per year was put into operation till 1990. Since
1977 there were commissioned 16 nuclear power units in Ukraine. The Chernobyl NPP's unit
4 was destroyed in 1986 as a result of Chernobyl disaster. 2 units more were shut down in
1991 and 1996 on Chernobyl NPP.

The Figure 2 depicts the nuclear power growth during last two decades in Ukraine.

FIG 2. Nuclear power growth in Ukraine.

At present there are 14 nuclear power units in operation in Ukraine (1 unit more was
commissioned in 1995) including:

1 RBMK-1000 unit (Chernobyl NPP). RBMK - channel-type high-power reactor of
1000 MW(e),
2 VVER-440 units (Rivneh NPP, mods. 213). VVER model 213 is water-
moderated/cooled reactor of the second generation with an improved containment and
effective emergency system;
11 VVER-1000 units (6 - Zaporizhia NPP, mods. V-320; 3 - South-Ukrainian NPP.
mods. V-302, V-338 and V-320; 1 - Khmelnitsky NPP, mod. V-320; 1 - Rivneh NPP,
mod. V-320). W E R model 320 is water-moderated/coo led reactor of the second
generation with a full reinforce concrete containment and emergency core cooling.

Four more WER-1000 units are under construction. Two of them are completed about 80-
85 % and other two units - 30-35%.
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3. SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL IN UKRAINE

Reactor operation modes/running spent fuel status. The VVER reactors allow refuelling only
during the reactor shutdowns. Any VVER reactor is shut once a year for fuel reloading and
planned maintenance, if its operation is normal. As for the RBMK reactor operation it allows
continuous on-load refuelling.

Currently in Ukraine it is about generated:

11.2 Mg of spent fuel (SF) per a year by a VVER-440 reactor;
- 20 Mg of spent fuel per a year by a VVER- 1000 reactor;
- 44 Mg of spent fuel per a year by a RBMK- 1000 reactor.

The annual spent fuel currently generated by all Ukrainian nuclear power units amounts to
290 Mg of heavy metal (HM).

Since the start of their operation all Ukrainian nuclear units have generated 4 932 Mg of spent
fuel in total. Nowadays (as of 01.01.99) 3403 Mg of spent fuel is stored on the Ukrainian
NPPs' sites.

Some characteristics of actual Ukrainian NPPs' spent fuel are depicted in the following table.

Criteria/Parameter
HM weight
per a fuel assembly

Enrichment initial
residual

Bumup max.
(operating) average
Cooling time
before transport
Pu (fissile) contents
after fuel cycle lifetime
Residual heat of 1 year
discharged fuel after 3 years

Measure
kg

wt. %

MWd/kg
U
years

kg/tU

kW/SFA

WER-440

<120

1.6 - 4.4
1.1-1.5
46-47 (for 4.4% fuel)
40-42 (for 4.4% fuel)
> 3

< 8.0

1.2
0.3

WER-1000
429 (2-year cycle)
402 (3-year cycle)
435 (3-year cycle,
advanced fuel)
1.6-4.4
0.8-1.3
48.8 (for 3.6+4.4;4% fuel)
41(for3.6+4.4;4%fuel
> 3

< 8.0

6.0
1.7

RBMK-1000
115

1.8-2.4
0.5 - 0.6
21 (for 2.4%
fuel
> 1.5

<5 .5

0.6
0.17

3.1. The former spent fuel management scheme [1,2]/original capacities for SF storage

Till 1991 Ukraine was a part of the Soviet Union as one of its republics. A spent fuel
management that has been developed historically in the USSR covered the Ukrainian NPPs.

In the former USSR a spent nuclear fuel management concept, concerning the commercial
nuclear power units, was based on "closed" nuclear fuel cycle. Generally the management
concept was as follows: spent fuel of the commercial VVER reactors was reprocessed to
extract the fissile materials - residual U and newly generated Pu. Extracted uranium was used
to produce RBNIK fresh fuel. In it's turn the RBMK spent fuel wasn't Supposed to be
reprocessed in consequence with commercial inexpediency of this option. It was planned to
be stored for a long period on the NPP's sites.

According to this concept the VVER spent fuel was required to be reprocessed shortly after its
unloading. Therefore, VVER spent fuel storage capacities (at-reactor (AR) cooling pools)
were designed to hold spent fuel of 3-4 refuelling only.
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Following capacities for spent fuel storage are defined at original designs of AR cooling
pools:

- a RBMK- 1000 AR pool - 1,704 cells. In addition, "on-site" wet storage facility with
capacity of 17,520 cells for all Chernobyl RBMK-1000 units was constructed in 1986. It is
worth to note that planned SF quantity per whole design lifetime of the CHNPP (120
reactor*years) would be more 45,900 spent fuel assemblies (SFAs);
a VVER-440 AR pool - 729 cells. Annual design spent fuel discharge is 120 SFAs (3-year
fuel cycle). No "on-site" SF storage facility was designed;

- a VVER-1000 AR pool - 392 cells. Annual design spent fuel discharge is 54-55 SFAs
(3-year fuel cycle). No "on-site" SF storage facility was designed.

As for the Ukrainian NPPs participation in that concept scheme it was as follows:

100% of generated VVER spent fuel had to be transported to Russia (Cheliabinsk and
Krasnojarsk) for reprocessing (VVER-440) and current technological storage and further
reprocessing (VVER-1000). After SF reprocessing both radioactive waste management
and extracted fissile materials management were the responsibility of the reprocessing
plants, including long-term storage and disposal of;

- 100% of the RBMK-1000 spent fuel stayed on the NPP's site for a long-term storage.

Thus, till 1991 Ukrainian NPPs had neither "short-term" nor "long-term" own spent fuel
management strategy, as far as they were one of the components of the former USSR's
nuclear fuel cycle. From standpoint of the USSR nuclear political basis that position was
understandable and explainable. But the situation sharply changed after 1991.

3.1. Present spent fuel management in Ukraine

In the end of 1991 the USSR was disintegrated and Ukraine became an independent state.
About 36 % of installed civilian nuclear power capacities of the former USSR (13.48 GW(e)
of total installed 37 GW(e) as of 1991) stayed on Ukraine's territory, but there was practically
no infrastructure (legislation, state management, science, designing, manufacture etc.) to
provide the necessary support to the nuclear power industry in Ukraine. Moreover, according
to newly developed Russian Federation's legislation, spent fuel import for reprocessing into
Russia was restricted in the starting of 90s, although, as for Ukraine, afterwards its spent fuel
export to Russia was renewed (since 1995) on the business contract basis. Now it is important
to note that: (1) in accordance with the current contract agreements the reprocessing products
(high level radioactive waste/HLW) have to come back in Ukraine and (2) after 14LW
restitution the waste management is a responsibility of Ukraine. As for fissile reprocessing
product Ukraine keeps the owner's rights in relation to that one.

As a result the VVER spent fuel export from Ukraine for reprocessing was rather limited.
During of 1992-98 Ukraine exported for reprocessing not more 55% of generated VVER
spent fuel.

Legislative basis. Till 1992 national legislation for nuclear energy utilization was practically
absent in Ukraine. In 1995 Ukrainian Parliament (Supreme Council) approved the Concept for
state nuclear safety regulation and nuclear power management in Ukraine. On the Concept
basis two fundamental Ukrainian national nuclear energy laws were prepared and adopted in
1995. The first one is the Law for nuclear energy utilization and radiation safety and the
second one is the Law for radioactive waste management. Generally the approaches to spent
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fuel management are declared by the Law for radioactive waste management in its article 17
named "Storage and disposal of radioactive waste":

If spent nuclear fuel needn't be reprocessed it has to be stored into the special spent fuel
storage facilities with a multibarrier safety system, a safeguard system and a technical
rigging to remove spent fuel out of the storage facilities.

One more requirement of the above-mentioned Law concerns a disposal of spent fuel as
radioactive waste is:

Long-lived radioactive waste has to be disposed into the deep stable geological formations
provided that the radioactive waste was transferred to a solidified only, explosion-proof, fire-
safe, nuclear-safe form.

In a framework of a development of these legislative norms the National Power Programme
until the Year 2010 declared further steps for spent fuel management strategy. These steps are
as follows: (1) to use "dry" spent fuel storage technologies in Ukraine, (2) to construct on-site
"dry" spent fuel storage facilities on each NPP's site and, further, (3) to construct a centralized
"dry" spent fuel storage facility.

Now the detailed Programme for NPP spent fuel management till year 2010 [3]. Based on
above-mentioned steps, has been developed and is studied by the Cabinet of Ministers.

As for a spent fuel disposal, the approved Compound Programme for radioactive waste (RW)
management defines this option. Some planned activities till year 2005 are described in the
Compound Programme. Concerning SF disposal they are as follows:

- to develop a programme for RW disposal in deep geological formations;
- to develop a legislative/regulation basis concerning RW management for disposal and

central geological RW disposal facility construction;
- to develop a Central geological storage/disposal facility concept;
- to develop an underground geological experimental laboratory concept;

to determine the geological criteria and to develop the methodical recommendations to
carry out the compound ecological/geological investigations concerning site determination
for central geological RW disposal facility construction;
to determine some areas and geological formations in Chomobyl exclusion zone that is the
most perspective for central geological RW disposal facility construction;
to choose some perspective sites into determined areas and geological formations, etc.

Organizational chart for spent fuel management in Ukraine. After some organizational
changes in state management sphere in 1997-98 the fields of responsibilities in nuclear fuel
cycle concerning spent fuel management were separated in such manner:

Ministry of Energy/State Department for Nuclear Power - the authorized state body for
nuclear power utilization. Its responsibilities, in particular, are:

planning, development, assurance and realization of the state programmes for nuclear
fuel cycle, in particular the state programmes for spent fuel management covering the
management till SF transferring for its disposal;
foundation of the operating bodies to organize a fuel cycle facilities operation including
spent fuel storage facilities operation;
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organizing of development and implementation of the branch regulations, rules and
standards etc.;

"Energoatom" company - the organization that integrates all Ukrainian NPPs and is
responsible for implementation of the state spent fuel programmes. It is planned the
"Energoatom" company will be a license holder in some future to operate the nuclear power
units and the spent fuel storage facilities;

NPPs - now they are the nuclear operators holding the temporary permissions to operate the
nuclear power units.

Ministry and Emergencies and affairs of population of protection from the consequences
of Chernobyl catastrophe (Ministry of Emergencies) - the authorized state body for
radioactive waste management except of radioactive waste arising from the facilities
subordinated to the Ministry of Energy. In relation to back-end nuclear fuel cycle the Ministry
of Emergencies is responsible for SF management and disposal afterwards SF transferring for
its disposal.

Ministry for Environmental Protection and Nuclear Safety/State Nuclear Regulatory
Administration - the authorized state body for radiation and nuclear safety regulation and
licensing of activities in the nuclear energy utilization areas.

Ministry for Environmental Protection and Nuclear Safety/State Nuclear Inspectorate -
the authorized state body for nuclear safety supervision.

Organizational chart for spent fuel management is depicted in Figure 3.

As it is followed from an above information there are three authorized state bodies in Ukraine
to provide SF management for back-end fuel cycle. Except of the regulatory body (Ministry
for Environment Protection and Nuclear Safety) with its responsibility covering all spent fuel
management fields on the whole, including SF disposal, two another ministries have different
fields of responsibility concerning spent fuel management:

Ministry of Energy is responsible for state SF management until transferring of spent fuel
for its disposal;

- Ministry of Emergencies is responsible for all options concerning SF management for
disposal (site selection, storage facility construction, SF disposal, R&D activities etc.).

Such fields of responsibility for both ministries are defined by a President's Decree.

Present and prospective (till 2010) spent fuel amounts. As of the beginning of 1992 there was
2 205 Mg of spent fuel (HM) in total in Ukraine. Since 1992 till 1999 about 2 166 Mg of
spent fuel was generated by Ukrainian NPPS, including:

VVER-1000 spent fuel -1458Mg;
VVER-440 spent fuel - 168 Mg;
PBMK-1000 spent fuel - 540 Mg.
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FIG. 3. Organizational chart for spent fuel management in Ukraine.

Taking into account the NPPs1 very limited at-reactor storage capacities a share of VVER
spent fuel was transported to the reprocessing plants in Russia. 993 Mg of spent fuel was
transported in Russia for its reprocessing during the same period (since 1992 till 1999). Thus,
3 378 Mg of SF stayed in Ukraine as of the beginning of 1999. Nuclear spent fuel amount
growth in Ukraine, as a prognosis one so in fact one, is depicted in Figure 4. The prognosis
growth was estimated provided that the annual design refuelling is as follows: 54 SFAs per a
VVER-1000 unit, 120 SFAs per a VVER-440 unit.
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FIG. 4. Spent fuel growth in Ukraine: prognosis and in fact.
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Remarks: 1). /ev<?/ / - initial design pool, capacity (392 cells);
2). level 2 - constantly free pool capacity according to safety standards (3.63 cells);
3). column tops - actual pool capacity.

FIG. 5. WER-1000 at reactor pools fullness with SFAs.

Capacities for spent fuel storage. Till nowadays in Ukraine the spent fuel storage capacities
are restricted with the AR pools only. As it has been noted above the initial design AR pool
capacities were designed to store spent fuel of 3-4 annual design refuelling not more.

In the first half of the 90s there were re-racked the VVER at-reactor pools in Ukrainian
nuclear power units, except some Zaporizhia and Rivne NPPs' units, and pool capacities have
been enlarged from 1.4 to 1.7 times in such manner, hi spite of the pool capacities enlarging
the free storage capacities in the at-reactor pools have being diminished a year by year as
spent fuel has been reprocessed in more few amounts then it has been generated. As example,
the VVER-1000 at-reactor pools fullness is depicted in Figure 5.
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FIG. 7. Share of 4-year cycle fuel in VVER-1000 discharged spent fuel (in total).

To provide some additional capacities to store spent fuel the possibilities are considered to put
the "dry" spent fuel storage technologies in practice in Ukraine.

The "dry" storage facility project for Zaporizhia NPP based on the Sierra Nuclear Corp.'s
VSC-24 cask design has been begun in 1994. This project is aimed to store the whole spent
fuel to be generated during Zaporizhia NPP lifetime. Now the facility's "start" stage (3
casks*24 SFAS) is ready to be put into operation. It is expected a regulatory body's license to
put the facility's "start" stage into operation will be issued by the end of 1999.

Other "dry" storage facility project has been begun this year for Chomobyl NPP. The modular
spent fuel storage facility will be constructed near Chomobyl NPP site. The facility is based
on the NUHOMS technology by Pacific Nuclear (USA) and Framatome ATEA (France). It
can contain 25 000 RBNIK spent fuel assemblies (entire SF account for Chomobyl NPP's real
lifetime) and store spent fuel safely up to 100 years. After putting into operation of the "dry"
facility, the on-site "wet" storage facility will be decommissioned.
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Application in practice of prolonged operating fuel cycles and advanced fuel to reduce the
spent fuel amounts. Now the three-year operating fuel cycle is used as a basic one for
Ukrainian NPPs with the VVER power units. During the last 5-6 years in connection with
some operating reasons the NPP operators have begun to utilize some share of a makeup fuel
for prolonged (four-year) operating fuel cycle. At present the fuel shares to be used in four-
year fuel cycle has approximately amounted to 30% (VVER-1000) and 70% (VVER-440) of
discharged spent fuel {Fig. 4. 6-7). Application of prolonged operating fuel cycles in practice
has permitted to reduce annually discharged spent fuel by 10-12% in average in comparison
with design basis.

Besides that, it is planned that Ukrainian NPPs will be transferred to 4-year operating fuel
cycle as a basic one by 2007-2008 and advanced nuclear fuel will be applied for such cycle
(advanced nuclear fuel is U-Gd fuel with average design basis bumup 46-47 MW*d/kgU and
fuel mass 435-440 kgU per assembly). In this case it can expect the annual spent fuel
production will be reduced by 15-16% in comparison with design basis.

Further activities plan. Apart from the fact that Ukrainian nuclear legislation gives a wide
range for selection of the spent fuel management options (reprocessing, storage or disposal of
SF as radioactive waste), a real range is restricted with the country's individual technical and
economical possibilities in its nuclear fuel cycle.

The nuclear fuel cycle strategy to be developed in Ukraine for next decade is as follows: (1)
further W E R power units operation, (2) development of own fabrication of some nuclear
fuel components, (3) a selection of new type nuclear power reactor(s) for future, (4) "dry"
spent fuel storage technologies development.

Thus, in Ukraine the short-term back-end fuel cycle strategy is determined. It is based on
interim spent fuel storage.

To confirm a safety conditions of "dry" interim storage of VVER spent fuel, in-advance
investigations of spent fuel behaviour under long-term "dry" storage conditions are started
this year in Russian Research Institute of Atomic Reactors by business contract of Ukrainian
"Energoatom" company. As a result of the investigations the main safety criteria has be
determined.

Some VVER spent fuel share will be reprocessed, but at present the reprocessing option isn't
very attractive for Ukraine, firstly because the growing prices for reprocessing services,
secondly because there isn't a necessity for Ukrainian nuclear power industry to utilize the SF
reprocessing fissile products. It is expected that the spent fuel share for reprocessing will be
reduced in further taking into account the reprocessing service prices.

On the other hand the main requirements for spent fuel disposal are determined too and some
activities are planned to provide disposal of Nevertheless, indefinite period lies between
interim storage termination (years 2040-50) and disposal of spent fuel. There are too much
uncertainties nowadays for Ukraine to select a long-term spent fuel management strategy
identically. Most probably in Ukraine the long-term spent fuel management strategy will be
chosen during next decade or later.

4. CONCLUSION

In Ukraine the spent nuclear fuel amounts are considerable now and it is increasing further.
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As for RBMK spent fuel, the methods to utilize it as power resource are unknown now. Most
probably from present standpoint it will be disposed directly.

On its turn the VVER spent fuel includes essential quantities of the fissile products. Under
certain conditions such kind of spent fuel can be considered as valuable power resource and it
is utilized for further nuclear fuel cycle.

It will be depend on much factors, whether the conditions arise for Ukraine.

As for Ukraine the factors can be divided in 3 groups conditionally: global, external and
internal.

It can be attributed to

(1) the global factors:

- world-wide status in power consumption;
trends in price policy concerning energy carriers;

- accessibility of traditional energy carriers;
ecological problems.

(2) external factors:

- successful development of new generations of nuclear power reactors to utilize
MOX fuel or spent fuel directly;

- high safety under nuclear energy receipt based on spent fuel utilization;
accessibility of new technologies concerning spent fuel utilization for countries with
limited economic resources.

(3) internal factors:

limited traditional power resources and uranium ore supplies (if there are) and costs
of their timing;
population's positive relations to development of nuclear power engineering;

- long-term country's policy concerning nuclear power engineering;
country's economic possibilities to buy the new technologies for spent fuel
utilization;

- country's scientific and technical potential to provide the nuclear fuel cycle.
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